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General remarks The paper should be revised by an English speaking person. Some key phrases during the paper should be more supported by references.

Abstract The abstract is a little confused and also a bit long.


Page 1368 Line 6 to 11: This part need a better explanation and support with references. Page 1367 and 1368 (5.3 Soil Formation): SEM analysis would have been very useful for this paper, especially for the understanding of the weathering rates. Also, detailed profiles of the marine terraces, organic matter and silt content would also serve as a good support. Page 1370 (5.4) To better explain the temporal interaction a Table comparing your dates and from surrounding areas would support your results.

Conclusion Page 1371, line 25-page 1372, line 1 to 3: It is not clear the signs of the physical and chemical weathering. A quartz grain analyses using SEM would support this conclusion. Page 1372 Lines 4 to 7: OSL is a good dating technique, but you only have 3 dates that could not be enough. You should compare your dates, with others from nearby areas.